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Anatolian *meyu- ‘4, four’ and its cognates
The article reexamines the reconstruction of the Proto-Indo-Hittite counting system. Using
comparative and typological arguments, I attempt to show that the original Indo-Hittite
system was structured as ‘1’, ‘2’, ‘3’, ‘>3/several/many’. Words for a new numeral, ‘4’, were
introduced in Anatolian and Narrow Indo-European branches separately after their split.
Anatolian *meyu- ‘4’ (Hittite meyu- ~ Luwian mauwa-) is unetymologizable within Indo-European. I suppose that it is an archaism and propose an external (Proto-Altaic) non-numeral
cognate for this Anatolian stem. Anatolian *meyu- is one of the rather numerous Nostratic
roots that were retained in Anatolian, but lost in the Narrow Indo-European branch.*
Keywords: Linguistic reconstruction, Numerals, Counting system, Nostratic, Indo-European,
Anatolian, Hittite, Khoisan, Amerind

§1. The archetypal human counting systems appear to belong to the following types:
• ‘this one’, ‘>1, several/many’
• ‘1’, ‘2’, ‘>2, several/many’
• ‘1’, ‘2’, ‘3’, ‘>3, several/many’
• or perhaps ‘1’, ‘2’, ‘3’, ‘4’, ‘>4, several/many’
Nowadays such systems are attested in traditional cultures of Amazonia, South Africa,
Papua etc. (see Greenberg 1990 w. lit. for examples). When the new economic situation leads
to the expansion of the counting system, an increase in the number of numerals (i.e. the integers which can be expressed in this language) is achieved in three ways:
• using lexemes other than numerals in the sense of numerals (e.g., metonymy based on
body parts;1 rare “fraternal” strategy2);
• borrowing numerals from neighboring languages or lingua franca;
• forming new numerals by mathematical operations with the original numerals, such as
addition and (less frequently) subtraction and multiplication (2-, 3-, 4-, 5-, 6-cycle counting systems are attested cross-linguistically, see Lean 1992 w. lit., Greenberg 1990
w. lit.) or, as in Eskimo languages, with the help of a word/affix meaning ‘in addition’,
‘of the other hand’ etc.
It goes without saying that these methods can be combined within one language:
* I am grateful to Harald Hammarström (Göteborg), George Starostin (Moscow), Ilya Yakubovich (Chicago)
and Mikhail Zhivlov (Moscow) for their useful and important remarks on the preliminary version of this paper.
Naturally, all the infelicities are the author’s only. Language names and their genetic attribution are given according to Ethnologue 15, unless otherwise mentioned.
1 ‘Eye(s)’ > ‘2’ (Epps 2006 for Dâw and Hupdë [= Hup]) or the common shift ‘(left) hand’ > ‘5’.
2 The expression “has a brother/sibling/companion” for even numerals above ‘3’ and “has no brother/sibling” for odd numerals above ‘3’ in several languages of Maku (Nadahup) family and in Tucano (Epps 2006).
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• as one counting system. For example, Gagadu (< Gunwingguan < Australian) has underived ‘1’ and ‘2’, ‘3’ is ‘2+1’, while ‘5’ is based on the word for ‘hand’ (Harvey 1992:
§8.5.6). Naro (< Central Khoisan) has a decimal system, where ‘1’—‘3’ represent underived forms, ‘4’—‘10’ are borrowed from Nama, and ‘5’ and ‘7’ can be alternatively
expressed by, respectively, such proper words as ‘hand’ and ‘index finger’; the latter
can be used alongside loanwords from Nama (Visser 2001; for the more archaic Naro
system see Schniz 1891: 545);
• as parallel counting systems. E.g., Haruai (< Trans-New Guinea) has four numeral systems, as described in Comrie 1999:
a) abstract system ‘1’, ‘2’, ‘2+1’, ‘2+2’, ‘>4, many’;
b) body-part based system, going from ‘1’ up to ’18’ (or even higher, up to ‘36’);
c) clear decimal counting, borrowed from Tok Pisin (English-based creole);
d) English numerals, adapted to the local pronunciation, i.e. the contemporary Tok
Pisin system.
A question that deserves special investigation is what kind of lexemes other than numerals can be used to form new (larger) numerals. Although metonymy (e.g., based on hand
and fingers) is the most widespread method, other scenarios are also possible.
§2. According to the Tower of Babel Project, it is possible to reconstruct numerals ‘1’ and
‘2’ for the Nostratic proto-language.3
Nostratic *VrV ‘1’ >
Uralic: Finno-Ugric *erä ‘part, single, 1’;
Kartvelian: *ert- ‘1’;
Dravidian: *or- ‘1’.
Nostratic *UdV ‘1’(?) >
Indo-European: *edh- (> Slav. *ed-inъ ‘1’);
Altaic: *ude ‘to imitate, to simulate’;
? Uralic: Finno-Ugric *ükte ‘1’ (metathesis kt > tk?);
Kartvelian: *od- ‘only, yet’;
Dravidian: *ud- ‘match, pair’.
Nostratic *tuʔV (~ *tuV) ‘2’ >
Indo-European: *dwo- ‘2’;
Altaic: *t()ubu ‘2’;
? Uralic: Balto-Finnic *toinen / *toise- ‘second’?4
Kartvelian: *ṭu-b- ‘twins’.5
3

The Tower of Babel Project unites Indo-European, Altaic, Uralic, Kartvelian and Dravidian proto-languages
as Eurasiatic macrofamily, provisionally reserving the term Nostratic for the next level, where Eurasiatic is linked to
the Afroasiatic (Semito-Hamitic) macrofamily as its closest relative. Since Eurasiatic is not a common term thus far,
in my paper I use the more usual Nostratic as the name of the proto-language that yielded IE, Altaic, Uralic, Kartvelian and Dravidian proto-languages. The genealogical tree of Nostratic (http://starling.rinet.ru/images/globet.png),
based on 35-word lists and certain morphological data, shows that the family diverged ca. 10—9 millenium B.C.,
i.e. in the Mesolithic or Early Neolithic period.
4 Problematic; the derivation from deictic *to ‘that’ is more probable from the phonetic point of view.
5 If not a Northwest Caucasian loan; cf. Proto-West *tq́I:A ‘2’, having reliable East Caucasian cognates,
NCED: 924.
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Nostratic *jVŕV ‘2, pair’ >
Altaic: *ŏŕe (~ *ŏŕi) ‘other, one of two’
Uralic: *jOrtV ‘friend’
Kartvelian: *jor- ‘2’
Dravidian: *ir- ‘2’
No common Nostratic form for the numerals ‘3’, ‘4’ or higher can be reconstructed, but it
is important that both ‘3’ and ‘4’ are reconstructable for the Dravido-Uralo-Altaic branch of the
Nostratic macrofamily:
Nostratic *ŋü- ‘3’ >
Altaic: *ŋ[u] ‘3’;
Dravidian: *mū- ‘3’.
Nostratic *ńVlV ‘4’ >
Altaic: *ńöl- ‘4’ (Tungus-Korean isogloss, Blažek 1999: 92, 130)
Uralic: *ńeljä (~ *neljä) ‘4’;
Dravidian: *nāl- ‘4’.
Thus we must accept the following counting system for Proto-Nostratic: “1, 2, >2/several/
many”. The Dravido-Uralo-Altaic protolanguage increased its numeral row up to “1, 2, 3, 4,
>4/several/many”, while IE and Kartvelian expanded their systems separately. Note that none
of the common IE numerals have any external Nostratic etymologies except for IE *do- ‘2’.
§3. It is well-known that some IE languages show evidence for an old base-4 counting
system (Luján Martínez 1999; Гамкрелидзе—Иванов 1984: 846, 849 ссл. [= Gamkrelidze &
Ivanov 1995: 744, 746 ff.]; Winter: 1992; Blažek 1999; etc.). As a matter of fact, internal IE reconstruction points to a simple system “1, 2, 3, 4, >4/several/many” for the early stage of the IE
proto-language, which later developed a base-4 counting system, and, still later, the decimal
system that is well attested in known IE languages (except for Anatolian, see below).
The following facts are important for the hypothesis outlined above.
1. Numerals ‘2’—‘4’ are underived, while ‘5’—‘10’ give grounds for speculations concerning their underlying meanings and root connections. E.g., *penke- ‘5’ can mean
‘fist’, *de(t) ‘10’ possibly means ‘right hand’ or ‘two-hands’, *sept ‘7’ is, without a
doubt, a Semitic loan (Иллич-Свитыч 1964: 7). One should also mention the impossibility of reconstructing a single proto-form for IE ‘6’ and ‘9’, despite the similarity of
their attested phonetic shapes in known IE languages. Further see Luján Martínez 1999;
Mallory & Adams 2006: 308 ff.; Blažek 1999: 234 ff.; Bomhard 2008.
2. In some IE languages the numerals ‘1’, ‘2’, ‘3’, ‘4’ are declinable and grammatically
agree with the noun, while numerals ‘5’—‘10’ are indeclinable and stay in apposition to
the noun. To be sure, it is not uncommon in languages around the world for the lower
numerals to show a specific syntactic and/or morphologic behavior, and some have
attempted to explain this in terms of frequency and “cognitive reference points” (see
Hammarström 2004 w. up-to-date literature and discussion). Two points, however,
must be stressed. First, we do not know any language where numerals show syntactic
unification at an early stage and syntactic individualization of lower numerals at a later
one. Second, it is entirely unclear why the high frequency of lower numerals should
provoke syntactic and/or morphologic complication of the system.
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3. Iranian *ašti- ‘(breadth of) four fingers’ (measure of length), retained in Avestan compounds, see Henning 1949; ЭСИЯ 1: 252; Emmerick 1992: 300, Edelman 1999: 226—227.
Goes back to IE *ot-.
4. The dual, not pl. ending in nom.-acc. of IE *otō ‘8’ (OInd. aṣṭ(u) [RV+; obliques with
pl. endings], Grk. ὀκτώ, Lat. octō, Goth. ahtau etc.) points to ‘8’ as ‘doubled 4, 4×2’. This
pattern has reliable typological parallels.
5. Proto-Kartvelian ‘4’, reconstructed as *otxo- in Klimov EDKL: 145—146 and early as
*o(s1)tx(w) in Климов ЭСКЯ: 150 (Georgian otx- ~ Svan woštx(w)). Be it an early IE loan
in Proto-Kartvelian (with metathesis6) or even vice versa, this form cannot be separated
from Iranian *ašti- and IE *otō. Kartvelian *otxo- strongly indicates that before the appearance of the enigmatic *ketor, the proto-IE root for ‘4’ was *ot-.
6. It is possible to derive *ne(e)n ‘9’ from the root *ne-o- ‘new’ (cf. especially the prefixal
Grk. form ἐννέα and Arm. inn where the first part can be identified as *en ‘in’), which
points to ‘nine’ as an ‘onset of the new (set of numbers)’. This etymology is supported
by exclusive Iranian forms for ‘9’ collected in Edelman 1999: Osset. far-ast ‘beyond 8’
(*pāra-ašta), Khwarezmian {š’δ} ‘increased’ (*frad-) or ‘beyond 8’ (*fra-ašta), Pashto dial.
terai ‘passed’, Waziri tǟr pa wōta ‘passed beyond 8’. Edelman claims that the abovementioned Iranian forms for ‘9’ are innovative, since they are not used in words for
‘19’, ‘90’ or ‘900’, derived from Iranian *nawa ‘9’. There are, however, no octimal
counting systems in the region, from which the Iranian dialects could borrow or calque
the numeral ‘9’ as ‘next to 8’. On the other hand, it is natural that words for larger numerals ‘19’, ‘90’, ‘900’, seldom used in natural speech, could be borrowed from the
neighboring languages that possessed the stem *nawa for ‘9’ (more about IE ‘9’ see in
fn. 13 below).
§4. Greenberg 1990: 276 formulates the following universal (No. 6): “The largest value of
L in system with only simple lexical representation is 5 and the smallest is 2”.7 His example of
L=5 is the Guana (Arawakan) system: “1, 2, 3, 4, many”, and he especially notes that “the most
common values for L are 3 and 4”.
As was claimed in §3 above, we should reconstruct “1, 2, 3, 4, many” for the early IE protolanguage. But when we proceed deeper, reaching the Indo-Hittite stage (using
E. H. Sturtevant’s term, see, e.g., Lehrman 2001 and other works by Lehrman on the issue of
the Indo-Hittite proto-level), it turns out that a common word for ‘4’ cannot be reconstructed:
Anatolian has *meyu- as ‘4’ and no traces of IE roots *ot- and *ketor in the known lexicon.8
As is typical of cuneiform orthographies, numerals in Hittite and Luwian texts are almost
always written logographically, while their phonetic attestations are scanty. The following
Anatolian cardinal numerals (or numeral stems) are currently known in phonetic realization
(Eichner 1992; Goedegebuure 2006; Hoffner & Melchert 2008: 153 ff.; Neumann 2007; HEG;
HED):9
6

Accessive clusters (like KT) are very unusual in Kartvelian languages and Proto-Kartvelian, as opposed to
the frequent decessive clusters (TK pattern).
7 “L” is “the next largest natural number after the largest expressible in the system”.
8 Hitt. kutruwan- c. ‘witness’ can hardly be compared with *k etor ‘4’. For plausible Baltic cognates see HED
K: 298 ff.
9 Note that several other Lycian numerals are known by now, all of them without an exact translation and/or
transparent etymology: aitãta, mupme (‘4’ if to Luw. mauwa-?), nuñtãta (‘19’/’90’ if to HLuw. nuwa(n)?), qñnã-kba ~
qñnã-tba (‘12’?), sñta- (not ‘100’), tupme, and perhaps kma-.
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Hitt.

CLuw.

HLuw.

Lyc.

‘1’

šia-

s… (?)

‘2’

ta-

tuwa/i-

(A) kbi-, (B) tbi-

‘3’

teri-

tara/i-

(B) tri-

‘4’

miyu-/meyu-

mauwa-

‘7’

šiptam-

šaptam-

‘9’

mi… / mu… (?)

nuwa(n?)

All of these forms, except for Hitt. šia- ‘1’ and Hitt. meyu- ‘4’ (with a Luw. cognate), are
matched by IE numeral stems (*do- ‘2’,10 *tri- ‘3’, *sept ‘7’, *new ‘9’).
The Hitt. stem šia- ‘1’ corresponds to the IE pronominal demonstrative stem *so-, fem.
*sā/sī (Pok.: 978—979), cf. especially the OInd. variant syá, fem. sy ‘jener, der’. This numerical
meaning for šia- seems unparalleled in the other IE languages (cf., however, EDHIL: 751 for
doubtful Grk. ἴᾰ f. ‘one’), but the semantic shift ‘this’ > ‘1’ is quite common.
The common Anatolian numeral ‘4’ remains without any clear IE cognates. The paradigm
of Hitt. miyu-/meyu- is collected in HED M: 116 ff. Although the graphic representation of its
attested forms is usually ambiguous, its Anatolian proto-form can only be *meyu-, in view of
Cuneiform Luwian mauwa- ‘4’.11
So far, three controversial IE etymologies have been proposed for Anatolian *meyu- ‘4’
(see HED M: 116 ff. for references):
1) a u-stem from IE *me- ‘to diminish’ (Pok.: 711), i.e. ‘4’ as ‘little (hand)’, ‘hand without
thumb’. This etymology is morphologically possible, but semantically unparalleled in
any of the world's languages;
2) a u-stem from the root *me-, same as in Hitt. mai- ‘to grow; to increase; to prosper’
(rather to Lat. mātūrus, not to IE *mē- ‘to measure’ [Pok.: 703]), i.e. ‘4’ as ‘grown’ (‘bigger then 3’). This semantic development also seems to be unparalleled;12
3) a u-stem from IE *mē- ‘to measure’, with a complicated semantic development: ‘measure’ > ‘(firmly) measure’ > ‘(four)square’. This proposal is equivalent to attempts to
connect *meyu- with any other IE root that has the shape mV()-; meaning shifts proposed by J. Puhvel are unprovable.
I want to stress that the authors of these three etymologies implicitly proceed from the
same schema as I have advocated above: Indo-Hittite had the counting system “1, 2, 3,
>3/several/many”, while words for ‘4’ appeared in Anatolian and Indo-European branches of
Indo-Hittite already after their separation. This conclusion stems from the fact that only two
ways to eliminate old words for (lower) numerals are attested cross-linguistically, as far as I
know:
10

Hitt. ta- ‘2’ cannot be separated from IE *do-, although loss of  is inexplicable. The same development
(Indo-Hittite *d > Proto-Hittite *d) can be seen in Hitt. idalu- ‘evil’ ~ Luw. attuwal ‘evil’ (: Grk. ὀδύνη ‘pain of
body’?), but a sonorant metathesis ~l in Hittite or Luwian is an equivalent solution for this case. Bomhard 2008
proposes that the proper Indo-Hittite stem for ‘2’ was *do-, while the form *do- was latter borrowed from West
Caucasian *tq́I:A ‘2’ (cf. fn. 5 above); this is theoretically possible, but not very likely.
11 There are no other reliable examples illustrating the development of *au in Luwian, but analogy with the
more or less regular loss of intervocalic  in other combinations with non-front vowels (cf. Melchert 1984: 164) is
not risky.
12 The model ‘big(ger than) X’ for ‘X+1’ is attested, but the simple model ‘big(ger)’ is not.
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1) borrowing from neighboring language or lingua franca;
2) using mathematical operations. E.g., Lake Miwok (< Penutian) has lost its old word for
‘4’ and now uses oṭ-óṭ·a = ‘2+2’ (for more details on the Lake Miwok situation see
fn. 24 below); Old Irish has a word mór-feiser ‘семеро, group of 7 (people)’, literally
‘big 6’, ‘bigger than 6 [by 1]’.
The appearance of IE *sept ‘7’ and *new ‘9’ in Anatolian numeral systems should not
confuse us. Undulatory divergent-convergent processes between closely related dialects frequently take place after the definite split of their proto-language. I propose that the Anatolian
stem *septam- (Hitt. šiptam- ~ CLuw. šaptam-) was borrowed from neighboring Proto-IE dialects, immediately after the latter had borrowed *sept- from early Semitic. The situation with
‘9’ is more interesting: we cannot reconstruct one IE form for ‘9’, since known languages point
to *newen, *new, *e(n)-n or *en-ne (Pok.: 318 f.; Blažek 1999: 277). Phonetically none of
these proto-forms could directly yield Hieroglyphic Luwian nuwa(n?), with u instead of expected a. Therefore, HLuw. nuwa(n?) is either a loanword from closely related IE dialects or a
calque from the same source.13
§5. Although one can hypothesize that Anat. *meyu- ‘4’, likewise, represents a loanword,
no plausible sources for such a borrowing can be found among the neighboring Afroasiatic,
North Caucasian or Kartvelian languages. I propose the following external (Nostratic) etymology for Anatolian *meyu- ‘4’ — Proto-Altaic *móju ‘all (totus), whole’: Tungusic *muja- ‘whole,
all (totus)’, Japanese *múina ‘all (totus), all (omnis)’, Korean *măin ‘most, extremely, very’
(EDAL: 939 f. w. lit.).14
Phonetically, the comparison of Anatolian *meyu- (virtual Indo-Hittite *meu-) and Alt.
móju is exact,15 but the semantic shift ‘all’ > ‘4’ requires typological confirmation.
In §1 above I have mentioned that, when a counting system begins to expand, other scenarios than metonymy based on body parts (or “fraternal” strategy, etc.) are also possible for
the formation of new numerals.
Example 1. Proto-Arawakan (Amazonia) had *pa- for ‘1’ and *(a)pi- or *yama- for ‘2’; it is
unlikely that ‘3’ can be reconstructed at the Proto-Arawakan level (see Payne 1991). The ProtoArawakan counting system must have been as follows: “1, 2, >2/several/many”.
Let us now look at the Inland subbranch of Arawakan as listed in Ethnologue 15 (except
for Resígaro, where the numerical system is influenced by Witotoan). Data are given according
to the following sources: Native American Number Worksheets; Aikhenvald 1998: 298—299;
13

The last supposition is very natural. First, the Nostratic stem *nVwV ‘new’ is present in the Anatolian lexicon (Hitt. newa- ‘new, fresh’). Second, the loan of a concept rather than an exact form of a new (larger) numeral is
well attested, especially between related idioms. E.g., Arawakan languages use ‘hand’ as ‘5’, but words for ‘hand’
may differ among dialects, so the common Arawakan or common Proto-“Inland” stem for ‘5’ cannot be reconstructed (see my Ex. 1 in §5); Proto-Maku (Amazonia) must be reconstructed with the counting system “this one, a
few, many”, some modern Maku languages introduce “2” as ‘eye(s)’, but the roots and morphological structures
of these expressions are not identical (Epps 2006). Some Iranian words for ‘9’ show the concept ‘beyond 8’, which
is, however, expressed differently in individual languages (see §3 above). The same is true of Proto-IE ‘9’ in Greek
and Armenian, which show the prefix *en, unlike the other branches of IE.
14 Anat. *meyu- is one of the numerous Indo-Hittite stems that were lost in Narrow IE branch, but having
external Nostratic parallels. See Kassian in print for ca. 40 reliable Anatolian—Nostratic etymologies, such as body
parts, kinship terms, etc.
15 The secondary Indo-European (Indo-Hittite) apophony *o/e is irrelevant for the Nostratic vocalic reconstruction.
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Aikhenvald 2003: 217—218; Schauer 2005. In the table below “loan” indicates a Spanish or
Portuguese source.
L-ge

Achagua

Baniwa

‘1’

báque

apada

‘2’

chámai

dzamada

‘3’

‘4’

‘5’

‘6’ and higher

matálii

kuátru (loan)

abakáahi
(< káahi
‘hand’)

base-5
compounds,
being
superseded
by loans

madariwa

wadaka /
ri-kwa-da-ka
(‘it is
enough’)

apamawakaapi
(< kaapi
‘hand’)

base-5
compounds,
being
superseded
by loans

pemapakapi
(< kapi ‘hand’)

base-5
compounds,
being
superseded
by loans

Curripaco

pada

yamada

madalida

li-kua-da-ka
(‘it is
enough’)

Guarequena
(Warekena)

pe-/pa-

-naba

teɺeʧi (loan)

kwatru (loan)

sinku (loan)

loans

máisiba

báinúaka (unclear structure)

abéemàa wakáapi (< káapi
‘hand’)

base-5
compounds,
being
superseded
by loans

madali /
manalída

kephunipe
(< ka-iphu-nipe
‘somebody
who has a
companion’,
calque
of Tucano
numeral)

pa-kapi /
peénkapi
(< kapi ‘hand’)

base-5
compounds,
being
superseded
by loans

wéehi kéele

pa'ú kéele
(unclear
structure)

pahluwa té'ela
kéele
(< yáte’ela
‘hand’),
sínku (loan)

base-5
compounds,
being
superseded
by loans

Piapoco

Tariana

Yucuna

abéíri

pa: / páada

pahluwá(ha)

pucháiba

ñama / yama /
yamáda

iyamá

Proto-“Inland” ‘3’ can be reconstructed (sounding approximately like *mata-; Yucuna
wéehi is unclear), while ‘4’ cannot. The numeral ‘5’ as ‘hand’ is surely a common cross-cultural
innovation, where roots may differ, cf. ‘5’ in Yucuna, derived from yáte’ela ‘hand’, not from
Proto-“Inland” *kāpi ‘hand’ as in other languages. Thus the Proto-“Inland” counting system
must have been as follows: “1, 2, 3, >3/several/many”.
The new numeral ‘4’ can be formed in different ways. It is the morphologically transparent form ‘it is enough’ in the neighboring and closely related languages Baniwa and Curripaco that is important for our further conclusions.
Example 2. A typical Khoisan (South Africa) counting system consists of three or four words:
• ‘1’, ‘2’, ‘>2, many’
• ‘1’, ‘2’, ‘3’, ‘>3, many’
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Of course, in the immediate past many languages were forced to expand their counting
systems. Let us look at some Peripheral Khoisan systems. I adopt the Khoisan glottochronological classification by G. S. Starostin (Starostin G. 2008; Starostin G. KhoiEDB), which is generally consistent with the Ethnologue’s classification (Ethnologue 15). In the table below North
Khoisan languages are cited according to the following sources:
!Kung Doke — Doke 1925: 154, 158, 15916; !Kung Wilhelm — Wilhelm 1922; !Kung Ekoka —
König & Heine 2001; !Kung Weich — Weich 200417; !Kung Angolan — Snyman 197917; Ju$'hoan
Snyman — Snyman 1970; Ju$'hoan Dickens — Dickens 1994; %Kx'au%'ein (@Kx'au%'ein, %Au%en,
Auen) — Bleek 1956.
L-ge

‘1’

‘2’

‘3’

‘4’

‘5’

‘>3, several,
many’

!Kung Doke

ne

sã:

kao / kao

sã: sa sã
(‘2and2’)

(no data)

kao

!Kung
Wilhelm

nē

sa / săm

(not used)

(not used)

(not used)

!gau

!Kung
Ekoka

n è'è / n è

tcā

!āō

kȁ (loan?)

gàò n è'è
(‘one hand’)

!Kung
Weich

nehe

tsa

!ao,
dri (loan)

firi (loan)

faifi (loan)

!Kung Angolan

nè'

tšà / tsà

o

(no data)

(no data)

Ju'hoan
Snyman

n e'e

tsã

n eni (loan?)

(not used?)

(not used?)

Ju'hoan
Dickens

n è'é

tsàn / tsàqn

n ànì (loan?)

tsánkútsán
(‘2+2’)

(no data)

wàqnsì (also
‘whole’, i.e.
‘totus’), wècè

Kx'au 'ein

né / nee

tša / tsa

nan(n)i
(loan?)

kai / kei

gou (‘hand’)

kau

‘all (omnis)’

xare, gesĩ

NB: Grammarians stress the fact that even though certain languages have numerals ‘3’ and larger, numerals
larger then ‘2’ or ‘3’ are seldom used in natural speech (König & Heine 2001: 70 for !Kung Ekoka; Bleek 1956: 473
s.v. nanni).

Since the semantic shift ‘2’ or ‘3’ > ‘several/many’ is typologically incredible, the only possible North Khoisan counting system that can be reconstructed based on the above table is the
following one:
‘1’ *ɳeʔe
‘2’ *c˜
‘>2, several/many’ *au (cognates are highlighted in the table above)18
16

Doke’s click transcription has been adapted to modern notation, with the omission of some vowel diacritics that are irrelevant for us.
17 Same as !O!Kung/!O!ung language according to G. Starostin, KhoiEDB.
18 Strictly speaking, it is unclear how we should reconstruct the initial click in North Khoisan * au ‘>2, several/many’. Doke gives kao with an alveolar click and a by-form kao with a retroflex one. An unstable articulation
of the retroflex and its confusion with the alveolar is not so rare in North Khoisan dialects, retaining retroflex
clicks; on the other hand, Doke’s materials are not very reliable in general, and, therefore, the form in - can simply be erroneous. It is important that !Kung Angolan has the alveolar onset - in o, not the lateral - (regular correspondences are Doke ~ Angolan and Doke ~ Angolan  ), thus the proper !Kung Doke form is kao rather than
kao. More about retroflex clicks in North Khoisan see in Старостин Г. 2005.
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The reconstructed system coincides with the attested !Kung Wilhelm forms.
When counting systems begin to expand, we find a variety of forms for new numerals (‘3’,
‘4’ etc.). These can be loans from Afrikaans, as in !Kung Weich (Ju$'hoan and %Kx'au%'ein neni /
nànì / nan(n)i ‘3’ seems to be a loan from Central Khoisan dialects; the same may apply to
!Kung Ekoka k!ȁ# < Central Khoisan?19), mathematical operations (‘2+2’), body parts (‘hand’)
or the old word for ‘>2, several/many’ *au used for the next new member of the numerical sequence, i.e. ‘3’.
An intermediate situation is probably observed in !Kung Doke: ()kao shifted to ‘3’, ‘4’ is
‘2+2’, however, sometimes ()kao retains its old meaning ‘many’.
In %Kx'au%'ein *ao shifted to ‘all (omnis)’, cf. Bleek’s example: “we are all sleepy”.
As a possible external cognate for North Khoisan *au ‘>2/several/many’ I can propose !au
‘4’ in South Khoisan20: Masarwa (Kakia dialect of !Xóõ) !kau ‘4’, quoted in Bleek 1956: 412 with
the example: “they are four”. If the Masarwa form is reliable, the Proto-Masarwa counting
system was “1, 2, 3, >3/several/many”. One has to assume a subsequent semantic shift: ‘several’ > ‘next new numeral’, i.e. ‘4’, similar to the one discussed above. It is strange that simultaneously several other Masarwa forms for ‘4’, taken from the same source as kau, are quoted
in Bleek 1956: !gai ‘4’ and !kē ‘3; 4’.
Example 3 is similar to Ex. 2, but concerns the form !kai ~ !kei ‘4’ in the %Kx'au%'ein dialect
of North Khoisan (quoted in the table from my Ex. 2 above).
This form can be compared with the South Khoisan numeral *!ai ‘>2, several/many’ reconstructed according to the following data from the Taa branch of South Khoisan:
Masarwa !kai ‘3; 5’, !gai ‘4’ and !kē ‘3; 4’ (quoted in Bleek 1956) probably represent different transcriptions of the same word !kai ‘>2, several, many’ with occasional diphthong contraction. Cf. Bleek’s examples for !kai: “the flies are three”, “in five days”; for !gai: “four children”; and for !kē: “they are three”, “the stones here are three”, “they are four”;
The $Nu%en counting system shows the same situation (as listed in Bleek 1956 s.v. !gai): oe
‘1’, num ‘2’, !gaĩ ‘>2’ (examples for !gaĩ: “three people”, “the hoofs are four”);
!Xoong (according to Traill 1994) has three numerals: &’ûã ‘1’, &nûm ‘2’, !âe ‘3’. Traill gives
no words for ‘4’ or ‘5’, therefore, it remains uncertain whether !âe means exactly ‘3’ or rather
‘>2, several’. Cf. Traill’s examples: “we three”, “three times”, “make a threesome” (s.v. !âe),
“the three of them” (s.v. ùh).
An additional example comes from the !Wi branch of South Khoisan: %Xegwi (Batwa) !kai
‘much’ (Bleek 1956 with an example: “much food”).
If so, %Kx'au%'ein !kai ~ !kei ‘4’ shows the same semantic development as illustrated in
Ex. 2: ‘several’ > ‘next new numeral’, i.e. ‘4’.
19

The Proto-Central Khoisan word for ‘4’ is *haka (Starostin G. KhoiEDB), but in some languages this form
can be superseded by mathematical ‘2+2’, e.g., archaic Naro (Schniz 1891: 545) had gam ‘2’ and gam tscha ra hi gam
tscha ra hi ‘4’, where gam regularly goes back to Proto-Khoe * á ‘2’ (the modern Naro dictionary — Visser 2001 —
gives only the Nama loan hàka for Naro ‘4’). It is theoretically possible that !Kung Ekoka borrowed the first morpheme from this Central Khoisan collocation to denote ‘4’. On the other hand, G. Starostin rejects this etymological solution for !Kung Ekoka kȁ (Starostin G. KhoiEDB: “cannot be easily identified as a borrowing from any
known source”) in view of the phonetic irregularity: lateral click  in Ekoka vs. dental in Central Khoisan. This is
a serious counter-argument.
20 South Khoisan joins North Khoisan at the next level, which is called Proto-Peripheral Khoisan or ProtoBushman by G. Starostin (the term Ju-Taa is also sometimes found in literature).
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Alternatively, Bleek’s transcription of %Kx'au%'ein !kai ~ !kei ‘4’ can be compared with
Bleek’s %Kx'au%'ein !kai ‘all together’, which goes back to North Khoisan *!kxae ‘together’:
Ju|'hoan Snyman -!x'ae ‘together’; Ju|'hoan Dickens !káé ‘to be together’; !Kung Weich !kae
‘together (with); simultaneously’; !Kung Ekoka !x'āē ‘to meet, find’, !x'āē verbal suf. ‘together’. These forms can be further compared with South Khoisan *!kxáe ‘to join’ (Starostin G.
KhoiEDB).
G. Starostin (Starostin G. KhoiEDB) proposes Peripheral Khoisan *1a- ‘3’ on the grounds
of North Khoisan *au ‘3’ and Proto-Taa (South Khoisan) *!âe ‘3’. This connection, however, is
not very probable, since the counting systems of Proto-North and Proto-South Khoisan did
not have the numeral ‘3’ (as shown above) and the diphthong correspondence North Khoisan
*au ~ South Khoisan *ae appears to be irregular (of course, vowel correspondences between
Khoisan sub-branches deserve additional investigation).
Example 4. Traces of old ternary or senary (base-6) counting systems are typical of Penutian languages spoken in western North America (Beeler 1961; Callaghan 1990). For the ProtoCostanoan levels (Penutian sub-branch) the numerals ‘1’, ‘2’, ‘3’ and ‘6’ can be reconstructed.
The word for ‘6’ (*ṣak·e-n) is unetymologizable, however, some Costanoan dialects show another root for ‘6’: Mutsun nakči, Soledad heme-noksi. These forms are probably related to ProtoMiwok (closest relative of Costanoan) *nake(ṣ) ‘end, edge’ (in this case Soledad heme-noksi ‘6’
has a transparent structure and means ‘1 edge’, cf. Soledad himič-a ‘1’); see Callaghan 1990 for
details.
Example 5. For the common Dravidian root nāl- ‘4’ (Starostin G. DravEDB; DEDR: #3655)
a parallel meaning ‘a few/several/many’ is attested in a number of Dravidian languages. Some
scholars (e.g., Blažek 2009: 71) claim that it is a late semantic development. As a matter of fact,
polysemy ‘4’ ~ ‘a few/several/many’ for *nāl- is attested in all subbranches of the Dravidian
family except for the Central Dravidian group (Kolami-Gadba and Gondi-Kui), where *nāl-,
according to the available sources, means only ‘4’, and Brahui, where this proto-root has
been lost:
North Dravidian: Kurukh nāḵẖ ‘4; a few’ (Grignard 1924: 512);
South Dravidian: Tamil nālu ‘4; many, manifold; a few’ (Tamil lexicon), Malayalam nāl,
nālu, nān ‘4’ ~ nālu ‘several’, nānā ‘manifold’;
Telugu: nālugu ‘4; an indefinite number, a few, several, many’ (Gwynn 1991).
Since North Dravidian languages do not contact with Telugu and South Dravidian dialects, it is impossible to invoke a shared innovation in this case, and so one must reconstruct
the polysemy ‘4’ ~ ‘a few/several/many’ for *nāl- for the Proto-Dravidian level.
As was shown in §2 above, the numeral ‘4’ is assuredly reconstructed for the DravidoUralo-Altaic branch of Nostratic macrofamily: Altaic *ńöl- ‘4’ ~ Uralic *ńeljä ‘4’ ~ Dravidian
*nāl- ‘4’. Of course, it is possible to suppose that the meaning ‘several’ represents a secondary
development in Proto-Dravidian. But the opposite hypothesis is hardly weaker: if the primary
meaning of Nostratic *ńVlV was ‘several’, then later, in the Dravido-Uralo-Altaic protolanguage, this root was used to form the next new numeral, i.e. ‘4’. The second solution is
supported by the fact that the semantic shift ‘3’/‘4’/’5’ > ‘several’ would be typologically unparalleled. If so, the situation with Dravidian dialects, retaining the polysemy ‘4’ ~ ‘several’, is
the same as with !Kung Wilhelm (see my Ex. 2 above), where kau means both ‘several’ (old
sense) and ‘3’ (new sense).
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§6. Conclusions. In §1—4 above I have shown that Nostratic (ca. 10—9 millenium B.C.)
counting systems consisted of three elements: “1, 2, >2/several/many”. Indo-Hittite (ca. 5 millenium B.C.) expanded it to “1, 2, 3, >3/several/many”. For the next newly formed numeral
*meyu- ‘4’ Anatolian used the Nostratic stem that yielded Proto-Altaic *móju ‘all (totus)’. In §5
I have given several examples illustrating the typological plausibility of such a semantic development.
Ex. 1 (Arawakan family) illustrates that the word ‘enough’ can be used for the expansion
of the numerical system; the shift in meaning between ‘enough’ and ‘all (omnis)’ or ‘all (totus)’
is natural.21
Exx. 2—3 (Khoisan family) illustrate that the last member of a primitive counting system
(‘>X/several/many’) can become the next new numeral; the semantic shift between ‘many’ and
‘all (omnis)’ or ‘all (totus)’ is also natural.22
Ex. 4 (Penutian family) illustrates that the base of a primitive counting system can be expressed via the word for ‘edge, end’. The semantic development from ‘edge, end’ to ‘all (omnis)’ or ‘all (totus)’ is well attested.23
Ex. 5 (Dravidian family) illustrates the synchronic polysemy between ‘4’ and ‘several’, but, strictly speaking, the direction of semantic development cannot be established in
this case.
As for the Indo-European branch of Indo-Hittite, I propose that the early IE word for ‘4’
was *ot-, which was latter superseded by *ketor and retained only in the expression for
‘8’ *otō (‘doubled 4’)24 and in Iranian *ašti- ‘(breadth of) four fingers’. When the 4- and
5-threshold in the row of numerals was overcome, the IE counting system became base-4
(in addition to ‘8’, lit. ‘doubled 4’, traces of a base-4 system are retained in some Iranian dialects, where ‘8’ is understood as a round number).
The origin of IE *ot- and *ketor remains unknown.25 From the typological viewpoint, the
most plausible scenario would be to assume that *ot- is the old word for ‘palm’ (cf. Iranian
*ašti-) or ‘index finger’, while the later *ketor is a foreign loanword. There is, however, no
positive evidence that could support this theory.
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В статье подвергается пересмотру традиционная реконструкция индоевропейской системы числительных. Прибегая к компаративистским и типологическим аргументам,
автор показывает, что первоначальная (индо-хеттская) система состояла из четырех
членов: ‘1’, ‘2’, ‘3’, ‘>3/несколько/много’. Числительное ‘4’ появилось независимо в анатолийской и собственно индоевропейской ветвях после распада индо-хеттского праязыка. Анатолийское *meyu- ‘4’ (хет. meyu- ~ лув. mauwa-) не находит себе этимонов
внутри и.-е. языков. Автор считает эту основу архаизмом, обладающим внешней
(алтайской) этимологией. Анатолийское *meyu- представляет собой один из многочисленных ностратических корней, сохраненных в анатолийской, но утраченных в собственно индоевропейской ветви.
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